PRESS RELEASE

EMPATHIC CREATIVITY

The latest edition of Première Vision Leather, to be held from 12th to 14th February at
the Villepinte Nord Exhibition Centre on the outskirts of Paris, will be hosting the
participation of the Spanish Tanners, comprised of nine tanneries. The companies
will proudly exhibit their dynamic creative approach to the Spring Summer 2020
season.
Curtidos Badia, Curtidos Bassols, Curtidos Lajara, F.C. Creació i Inovació, Group Miret Export,
Inpelsa, Inter Leather, La Doma & Riba Guixa have included this worldwide renown show to
present their latest collections to the fashion industry. From Spanish bovine to the famous
Merino, these nine companies have unique signatures, each one of them approaching the springsummer season through different nuances, textures and finishes.
A wide range of unique approaches but all nine tanneries have included what is considered in the
fashion world as “the classics”. However, the subtle elegance of the classics rests besides a
selective, innovative and sustainable sub-categories that compose the collections introduced by
the Spanish Tanners companies. Empathy is the nexus that unites every article in the collections.
Soft and harsh, bright and mellow, sheen or subtle colours and nuances live in harmony with rustic
or natural finishes to embossed, lasered, perforated to close the chapter with cutting edge finishes
that remind us the importance of technology in the 21st century and how versatility of leather
embraces changes and challenges.
The high visibility of the collections showcased by the Spanish tanners demonstrates their active
commitment of the Spanish companies towards the sustainability of the fashion world. Partners
with some of the most well-known designers of the 20th and 21st century, their passion and
perseverance, teamed together with their philosophy and values have established the foundation
for a long-lasting partnership between two worlds which share common goals, one of which is that
of social and environmental sustainability.
Come and experience the passion of leather through all the five senses that the Spanish Tanners
use to create each of their articles that they shall be exhibiting at Première Vision Leather Hall 3
Première Vision Leather. Paris Nord Villepinte
12th – 14th February 2019

For further information, please contact leather@leather-spain.com
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HALL 3
EXHIBITOR

STAND

CONTACT

CURTIDOS BADIA
CURTIDOS BASSOLS
CURTIDOS LAJARA
F.C. CREACIÓ I INOVACIÓ
GROUP MIRET EXPORT
INPELSA
INTER LEATHER
LA DOMA
RIBA GUIXA

3E49
3F82
3C36
3A104
3F50
3E59-3F60
3H20
3C51-3D52
3C49-3D50

www.curtidosbadia.com
www.bassolscurtidos.com
www.curtidoslajara.com

ASSOCIATION

STAND

CONTACT

ACEXPIEL

3H 54

www.spanishtanners.com

www.miretycia.com
www.inpelsa.es
www.interleather.es
www.ladoma.com
www.ribaguixa.com
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